TOPICS

English Literature:
- Chips
- Harry Potter and the Philosophers stone
- Two Men and a Bear
- Question / Answers, word meanings, writing instructions, proverbs, cooking activity, rugby match

English Language:
- Comprehension (The Stream was done)
- Apostrophes were introduced
- Verbs (auxiliary – regular – irregular)
- Tenses (Simple past, Present, Future) were introduced. Continuous tenses were explained too.
- Personal Narrative writing was done.

Mathematics:
- Divisibility rules
- HCF (Highest Common Factor)
- LCM (Lowest Common Factor)
- Multiplication and division by 10, 100 and 1000
- Multiplication by multiples of 10, 100 and 1000

Science:
- Food chains
- Acid rain

Social Studies:
- Inventions and Discoveries
- Electricity
- The Car
- The Phone

Islamiat:
- Imam, Articles of Faith
- Question / Answers / Quiz

Computer Studies:
- PowerPoint presentation on history of cars, telephones, airplanes, computers
- A visit to the School playground to find out about food chains
- Pasting activity on Food chains using pictures of different animals and plants
- Activity on germination
- Demonstration on how acid rain damages plants through watering, tap water and vinegar to compare the difference between two plants
- English Language: Rapid time activity was done in which children answered many questions in limited time, flashing cards

Happy Birthday

V North
- Usman Chottani
- Pratik Kumar
- Saif Faisal

V South
- Anum Dawood
- Eisha Khan
- Usman Waheed Khan

V East

B is for BEDTIME: On average children need 8 to 10 hours of sleep each night. Sleep is important for many reasons. Lack of sleep can cause kids to be hypersensitive, impatient or cranky. It is more difficult for children to concentrate and learn when they are tired. Some doctors even believe that during sleep the brain “flies away” what is learned during the day. Encouraging quite activities such as reading just prior to bedtime offers a transition that helps children relax. Sweet Dreams!